
 

 

School Council Agenda and Minutes 8.11.19 

School representatives present: 

1OW Hizra  √ 

1AG Jakub (Kuba) √ 

2BP Ebenezer √ 

2SS Lexiemay √ 

3LK Falilou √ 

3FP Inaya √ 

4AP Amelia √ 

4HM David G. √ 

5DH Afaq √ 

5JH Amelia √ 

6RT Hurain √ 

6JW Nyarai √ 

Points from last meeting 

Mr Rose and I ordered toys for playtime for outside. This action has been followed up and we ensured we 

ordered enough for KS1 and KS2 playtimes. We were sure to order a variety of toys and looked into some 

of the toys you mentioned from last meeting.   

Ideas for lunchtime were passed onto Gizmo and he ensured me that breakfast will now be going onto 

the new lunch menu, as well as regular and veggie hot dogs.  

Discussion: 

I’ve created our action plan for this year based off of your suggestions. Have a look through it now (we 

read together) and let me know if any changes need to be made – thoughts, questions or concerns?  

Ms. Shrestha came in to discuss an environment improvement project for the dining hall. Discussed 

international day and how this can help with the environment. Discussed that Mr. K is in progress of fixing 

the floors in the dining hall and that soundboards are also an option to eliminate loud noises. SC to ask 

classes for parents to send in unique utensils they might use at home.  

Action points: 

All classes should be reminded to use manners and proper etiquette at lunchtime.  

Action plan for the school year to be printed out/chopped and then stuck into SC books.  

Miss Aggus will be sitting with us next meeting to see how the meetings run and how inclusion leaders 

could assist with school community.  

Speak with classes about the new toys and to explain why we have ordered some for playtime.  

Ask classes if they can bring in unique utensils their families might cook with at home.  

Feedback to classes the new changes on the menu that Gizmo has agreed on.   


